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TRENDS FOR BEE in China
• Individual building to buildings, community, even 
city 
• Extend to planning and operation, not only design 
and construction
• Qualitative analysis to Quantitative analysis, etc
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1. Improve the performance of 
building envelope,
2. Make energy supply system 
more efficient,
3. Promote renewable energy 
application in buildings,
4. Guide the reasonable energy 
consumption in building,
5. ……
1. Energy distribution system,
2. Load forecast,
3. Optimize the demand and supply,
4. Develop CCHP system,
5. ……
1. Construct compact city to make the 
resource allocation efficiency,
2. Adjust the energy structure to expand 
renewable energy applications,
3. Improve the efficiency of building energy 
systems through rational planning,










Energy saving in 
urban scale
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Other emerging trend 
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- improving living condition
• Is efficiency sufficient
- total energy consumption control
• New technology
- the proportion of incremental cost differs
BUILDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY
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How about rural area?
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- improving living condition
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- total energy consumption control
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- the proportion of incremental cost differs
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• Control  NEW & Improve  EXIST
• Energy efficiency improvement &
energy consumption reduction
• Construction + New tech & OM + behavior
• GOV & MARKET
Road Map of BEE
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6层 12层 12层 18层18层、逆向12层 100米
新建、改建、扩建
住宅与热水需求大的建筑
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建筑物类别 9 17 7 15
定额数据 20~70 40~100 50~100 40~100
单位 人/天 或 床位/天





















































































































































































































地下水源 土壤源 污水源 地表水源 工业余热
严寒 3.14 2.9 3.2 2.52
寒冷 3.09 2.87 3.01 2.88
夏热冬冷 3.18 3.09 3.4 2.89















地下水源 土壤源 污水源 地表水源 工业余热
严寒 3.62 4.5 4.04 2.89
寒冷 3.19 3.23 3.06 2.92
夏热冬冷 3.41 3.34 3.5 3.21










































热指标 热负荷 冷指标 冷负荷
备注
（w/m2） （kW） (w/m2) （kW）
1 住宅 194896 37.5 7309 63.0 12286
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THANK YOU！
• For more detailed information, please 
check:
www.chinaeeb.gov.cn
• Appreciate your advice and suggestions!
liushan@chinaeeb.gov.cn
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